In this paper we present our recent work extending the applicability of a toolset for the fast prototyping, verification and quantitative validation of dependable distributed systems and algorithms.
Introduction
The always increasing diffusion of distributed systems and the increasing dependency on their proper functioning led to the awareness of the need to assess their behavior both in qualitative and quantitative terms.
1 Thus methods for evaluations of functional properties and quantitative characteristics of such systems have been defined. To support these analyses the Neko framework, a rapid prototyping tool, was developed. 2 The core part of the Neko framework is made in Java, and it is thus portable. In Neko the same implementation of an algorithm can be simulated or executed on top of a real network, and from the log files automatically created by the Neko execution, on/off functional properties can be verified. To enhance the tool capabilities we have developed an extension of Neko, called NekoStat.
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Using this extension, Neko users can perform quantitative evaluations of Neko distributed applications. The evaluations can be both simulative and experimental.
Our recent work on Neko, described in the paper, is aimed at extending the applicability of the tool for Verification and Validation (here after V&V) of distributed algorithms/systems. Neko is written in Java; an algorithm written in a different language must be translated in this language before proceeding to its analysis. Such translation to Java is not automatic, and it can be error-prone. Moreover, in many languages some low level constructs exist that do not have a corresponding form in Java. In these cases the translation can thus be partial and the behavior of the original algorithm and of its Java translation may differ. Despite Java is getting more and more popular and its diffusion is increasing, nevertheless most of the available distributed algorithms are written in different languages; in particular the most used in the distributed system community are the C language, and its evolution C++, especially for the implementation of real-time and critical systems (SourceForge 4 reports that currently 33890 open-source projects exist using C/C++ against 16906 using Java). For these systems Java is not (yet?) really used, especially for the current unpredictability of the timing behavior of actual JVM implementations (i.e. caused by the garbage collection and other dynamic mechanisms). It is thus clear that being able to analyze directly distributed algorithms written in C/C++ into the Neko framework is very important. Thus, motivated by the willingness to obtain more accurate and more reliable results in the evaluation of already existing C/C++ algorithms with Neko, we provided a methodology here presented.
On the side of portability, as we observed, despite the kernel part of Neko is coded in Java (J2SE, Java 2 Standard Edition), there are some utilities available only for Unix systems (in particular, there were made and tested in Linux). To make Neko usable on the largest possible class of systems, we thus decide to translate the Unix system specific code to J2SE: in this way, we can use the complete framework on top of the whole set of system for which a JVM conforming to J2SE is available.
Summarizing, the work on the tool was directed in extending the capability of analysis of the tool also for language different from Java, and in allowing the usage of the entire tool and its automated utilities to a larger class of systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section 2 we present the background of this work: the Neko framework, the methodologies that allow the integration of C/C++ code in a Java project, and the problem of the portability of code between different platforms. Section 3 contains a description of the architecture and of the components used to integrate C/C++ code in Neko; at the end of this Section we describe a case study of a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of a distributed algorithm whose original version, written in C code, has a different behavior respect to its Java translation. Section 4 illustrates the porting to J2SE of the utilities made available in the standard Neko only as Unix specific code. Finally, Section 5 contains the conclusions and future plans.
Background

The Neko framework
Neko
2 is a simple but powerful framework that allows the definition and the analysis of distributed algorithms. It shows the attracting feature that the same Neko-based implementation of an algorithm can be used for both simulations and experiments on a real network. This way, the development and testing phases are shorter than with the traditionally used approach, in which these two implementations are made at different times and using different languages (for example, SIMULA for simulations and C++ for prototype implementation). The first version of the Neko framework was built at the Distributed Systems Lab of the EPFL in Lausanne. After the first version, the development was continued mainly by Peter Urban and his research group, and by other research groups around the world. The core part of the framework is written in Java (J2SE) to assure high portability and has been deliberately kept simple, extensible and easy to use. The architecture of the current version of the Neko framework can be divided in three main components (see Figure 1) : applications, NekoProcesses and 
networks.
Applications are built following a hierarchical structure based on multiple levels (called layers). Layers communicate using two predefined primitives for message passing: send and deliver. There are two kinds of layers in Neko: active (called ActiveLayer ) and passive (called Layers). An ActiveLayer has its own thread: when a message arrives from another layer, it is stored and will be handled later on by the thread associated to the layer. A passive layer does not have its own thread, so messages are handled within the thread that delivered the message to the layer.
A typical Neko-based distributed application is composed of a set of m processes, numbered 1, ..., m, communicating through a message passing interface: a sender process inserts, through the asynchronous primitive send, a new message in the communication infrastructure, that delivers the message to the receiver process through the deliver primitive. NekoNetworks are the communication supports used by the distributed algorithms. A variety of networks is supported. The network interface hides the details of the environment from the algorithm, and it allows to indifferently use real networks (like TCP/IP and UDP/IP communications channels) or simulated ones (for examples, networks characterized by a delay distribution function and by a loss probability). The framework is distributed with a library of fault tolerance algorithms already implemented and usable in combination with application specific codes. Note that it is now under development a new version of the framework, Neko 1.0, that will use a different component model. The new component model is based on the concept of microprotocols; several microprotocols are composed, using the dependency injection pattern, 5 in a NekoProcess. Currently (October 2006) only an alpha version of the new framework is available; the work described in this paper is based on the current stable release of Neko, Neko 0.9.
Neko directly supports the assessment of functional properties (so-called "on/off" properties) of distributed systems, following a dynamic verification approach. The standard Neko tool was recently extended with NekoStat, 3 a package containing utilities to allow quantitative evaluation, both on simulated and real execution. The interface of NekoStat was made in a way that it is usable, without differences for the user, both for simulations and for experiments on top of real networks. NekoStat extends the V&V analysis features of Neko in the direction of a statistical dynamic evaluation of a system, both on simulated and real execution. Neko with NekoStat is a powerful tool to perform verification and validation of distributed algorithms, both simulative and experimental, based both on testing of functional properties and on evaluation of quantitative metrics. One of its limitation is related to the kind of systems on which is can be directed used: Neko is restricted to prototype, test and evaluate Java implementations of distributed algorithms. The other main limitation addressed in this paper is related to portability: a quite large portion of the utilities, distributed with Neko, are tools made for Unix (especially Linux) systems. In the rest of the paper we describe how we extend the applicability of the tool, towards languages different from Java and towards platform different from Unix/Linux.
Approaches for the Integration of C/C++ Code in a Java framework
To cope with the increasing size and complexity of software systems demands, among other features, the development of system based on reusable components, known as COTS (Commercial-Off-The-Shelf ), 6 is increasing. The main advantages in using the COTS are reduced costs and faster development time. At the same time there are some drawbacks, problems and risks that one has to face when integrating COTS; in particular the conflicts between different components, and between a component and the Rest Of the System (ROS), and the possible incompatibility between the service provided by a component and what the ROS is expecting from it.
The integration of C/C++ code in a Java framework can be seen as an instance of the more general problem of the integration of COTS (in this case, the C/C++ code) into an existing system, the ROS (in this case, the Neko/NekoStat framework). In the following we thus describe the approaches used for integration of a general COTS.
The problems that arise in the integration of COTS can be addressed mainly resorting to three different techniques: wrapping, glue code and component adaptation. Wrapping is a technique that allows the integration of a COTS in a system, using a special component, called wrapper, which monitors and filters the control and data flow from/to the wrapped component. 6, 7 Wrapping is particularly indicated for integration of black-box components; it supplies a standard interface to a set of components, increasing/decreasing the functionalities of existing components, and finally it gives a unique point of access to the component. Glue code 7 is additional code written with the purpose of connecting together the different components of the system; the main tasks of such code is flow control, that is the capability to invoke in the right way the functionalities provided by the components: glue code is used to resolve the incompatibility between component interfaces (e.g.: using data conversion), and also for exception handling. Finally, component adaptation is a method in which the functionalities of an existing component are increased, in general by adapting it to be usable in a different context.
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As we will describe in Section 3 with full details, we used both the idea of glue code and of component adaptation to allow integration of existing C/C++ code into the Neko/NekoStat, Java-based, framework.
Approaches to make a tool usable in a larger class of systems
Modern distributed computing system are very heterogenous and composed using several components and devices. Different kinds of hardware and operating systems are used. The usage of software components in a large distributed system thus generally requires particular adaptation or modifications of these components for the usage of these different execution environment (hardware/software). A characteristic of uttermost importance for the implementation of applications to be used in large distributed systems is the portability, or, also better, the direct usability, of the software components. In a sense the portability is a particular case of re-usability of software.
The portability of a software component essentially depends on the pro-gramming language used for its implementation. 9 We can thus identify four typical examples of language characterized by different portability:
• Assembler: An assembly language program is written for a specific CPU and will only run on that CPU.
• C/C++: we need a compiler, specific for the platform, able to transform the C/C++ program to executable code; essentially many C/C++ programs could be ported to different architectures, with a relative ease, also if not always this is true. In fact, some OS specific code is generally used in C/C++ programs, diminishing the portability of the programs a .
• Perl: an interpreted language; from this point of view, it can be consider as a "portable language", but the reality is different. Different Perl implementations have different syntax and semantics, and moreover Perl scripts usually call system specific commands; • Java: it is a completely interpreted language with the better portability. In fact, Java is based on the idea of a complete independency from the platform used. A program written in Java generally works in all systems for which there is available a JVM conforming to the particular JAVA edition (e.g.: J2SE -Java 2 Standard edition, or J2ME -Java 2 Mobile Edition).
Neko is composed by a core, base, framework, described in the beginning of this Section, that allows fast prototyping of distributed algorithms. Beyond the basic framework, some important parts of the tool, related to instantiation of the algorithm on the node composing the distributed system and related to the process of system validation, are written as C code as well as Perl and shell script. These parts were written with specific platforms in mind: Linux, and more generally Unix-derived, platforms. For other operating system, as Microsoft Windows, no interpreter is available for these languages, or its semantic makes a direct usage of such supports impossible. An important part of these utilities are those allowing automatic instantiation of new processes and the ones allowing definition and execution of simulative/experimental campaigns, at the variation of one or more system/algorithm parameters. These last tools are the ones allowing a Some specific software engineering mechanisms can be used to increase the portability in these cases, e.g. handling system specific code by isolating the differences into separate modules. At compile time, the correct system specific module is imported. Minor differences can be handled by constant defined in a system specific import, and then using that constant in an if statement.
the execution of multiple studies, necessary for a complete sensitive analysis.
In the list of languages reported in this Subsection we saw how Java is the typical example of completely interpreted language, an "almost perfectly portable" language. A large portion of the Neko framework and the whole NekoStat extension was already written in Java J2SE. To make Neko usable on the biggest possible class of systems, we thus decided to translate the Unix system specific code (Perl and C code) to standard Java J2SE: in this way, we can use the complete framework on top of the whole set of system for which a JVM conforming to J2SE is available.
In Section 4 we describe in details what were the utilities available only for Unix platforms and how we translate them into pure Java J2SE code. This porting now allows to completely use the tool on every platform for which a J2SE JVM is available.
How to directly include C/C++ code as components of a Neko application
In order to allow the integration of existing C/C++ code in a Neko application, we consider the legacy distributed algorithm, written in C/C++, as a COTS, and we use glue code and component adaptation methodologies to integrate it within the Java framework (the ROS ). In particular, we build glue code to allow communication between Neko objects (written in Java) and the C/C++ legacy existing code; we instead adapt the C/C++ component to allow the communication between such code and the components of the Neko framework. An existing C/C++ object (library, function, procedure, class) can be included in Java through the use of a API, developed by Sun for this purpose, called JNI (Java Native Interface). 10, 11 JNI is an interface especially developed to allow in general the integration of external, non-Java, code into Java projects. It is part of the standard JDK implementations, and Java applications realized using it are thus highly portable. Using the Invocation API it is also possible to include a JVM in a non-Java application, making possible a bidirectional communication between Java and external code.
However many problems arise using JNI to include pieces of C/C++ code in Java, mainly: i) the loss of type information between the two languages; ii) the absence of error checking; iii) the need of manual handling of the JNIEnv, that is the structure containing information to connect C/C++ and Java.
To attack and solve these problems we used Jace 12 , an open-source toolkit developed to simplify programming with JNI. Jace supports the automatic generation of C++ peer classes and proxy classes from Java classes: the proxy classes allow the developer to instantiate and to manipulate Java objects from C/C++ code, whereas the peer classes facilitate the implementation of the methods declared native in the Java classes.
The resulting architecture of the typical Neko application in which we integrated some C/C++ code is depicted in Figure 2 . The glue code is special Java code, integrated in a Neko Layer placed between the C/C++ code and the ROS (the rest of the Neko application). LayerC is a part of algorithm, written in C/C++, that we want to verify/evaluate. The instantiation of a Neko application is made as follow: the application begins with the initialization of all the layers, included the layers containing the glue code, whose task is to activate and establish a communication with the LayerC. The communication between the layers, typical of Neko, based on send and deliver primitives, is not influenced by the usage of these mechanisms: the communication infrastructure used (called NekoNetwork in the tool), both simulated and real, and the other Neko layers, commu-nicate with LayerC using the glue code. LayerC is also adapted to use the glue code for sending/receiving messages from the other layers or the Neko network(s).
In the next two subsections we describe the task and the structure of the glue code, and the adaptation of the C/C++ source code of the distributed algorithm that we want to analyze.
Glue Code
The glue code can be an ActiveLayer or a Layer:
2 the choice depends on the kind of component of the system. In case of a component with active behavior we need an ActiveLayer as glue code, whereas for a component that only reacts to external actions (mainly messages from lower or upper layers) we can use a Layer. It is directly instantiated (and started, in case of ActiveLayer) during the application initialization phase.
The main task of this layer is the definition of the methods native, those methods that compose the distributed algorithm to integrate (e.g. the functions to be executed when a new message is received from the network, or the function of initialization of the component). This declaration allows to integrate external C/C++ function and execute them from within the JVM. The native methods call is made possible by the Jace toolkit, that allows to instantiate the C++ peer classes.
Component Adaptation
The inclusion of a LayerC in a Neko application requires some modifications to the original code. The C/C++ code must be modified to create the connection with the glue code, mainly for using the glue code to communicate with the other components of the protocol stack: in this way the C/C++ code can use the send/deliver primitives of Neko. It is thus necessary: i) to find all the points in the code where the application makes calls to interact with the network or with other components; ii) to substitute these calls with the proper calls of the glue code.
Note that the choice of the level of details of a single LayerC is free, and it depends on the level of the control that we want to establish on the behavior of the distributed algorithm. In particular, we can consider the whole C/C++ algorithm as a unique LayerC, or we can subdivide it into several LayerC, using send and deliver primitives of the glue code to allow the communication between these layers. The modifications to be generally done to the code can be summarized as follows:
Includes: we have to include, using the #include directive, the header files of the glue code and of the Jace types that the glue code receives as input from the C/C++ methods; note that these headers can be automatically generated using PeerGenerator tool, available in the Jace distribution. To clarify this part, we make an example. Let suppose we want to integrate in Neko an original C algorithm that contains the procedure P(...int num...). The header files to be included are thus: the header of the glue code and the file jace/proxy/types/JInt.h; this last one allows to use JInt class of Jace, that is a wrapper of the int Java type. Deliver: the call to methods/functions/procedures with which we received, in the original C/C++ code, messages from the network (or from lower levels), must be substituted with a call to a method, declared as native in the glue code, that receives the messages from the Java glue code. Send: the call to methods/functions/procedures to send messages to the network (or to lower levels) needs to be substituted with the call to the send method of the glue code. The way in which we can call the send method of the glue code from the C/C++ code are described in the next Subsection.
Communication between C/C++ code and Java
So far we described how the glue code, built using the Jace tool, allows the information flowing from the Neko components to LayerC. The opposite flow, the communication between C/C++ code and the Neko framework (thus Java code), can be made directly using JNI technology. The usage of JNI can be made in two ways:
i) Direct usage from C/C++ code: we can directly insert as C/C++ code the calls to Java methods using specific JNI functionalities; ii) Indirect usage through a library: we can insert in the C/C++ code specific calls to a user-defined library (from here after it is called LIBLayerC).
The second approach is preferable: the usage of an external library allows to make the minimum modifications to the original C/C++ code, limiting thus the introduction of errors. Having this in mind, we try to make component adaptation less as possible, because it can be error-prone.
Many functions of this library are partially independent from the application: the skeleton of the library used for the case study in Section 3.5 could be successfully used also in other different contexts.
An example of call for which we need a communication from C/C++ code to Java method is for the sending of messages to lower layers of the structure. The sending of message can be made through the LIBLayerC in this way: i) we define in the LIBLayerC a C/C++ function, called c send(...) (with appropriate parameters), in which we call the real send(...) method of the glue code; ii) we define in the glue code the send() method that prepare an object NekoMessage and uses the Neko supports for sending the message; iii) we modify the calls to methods/functions/procedures to send messages to the network (or to lower levels) to calls to c send(...) (with appropriate values).
Quantitative Evaluation of C/C++ code with NekoStat
Layers containing LayerC can also be perfectly integrated with the NekoStat extension to Neko: 3 the features and mechanisms made available in NekoStat are, in fact, compatible with these objects, and we can still using the glue code to connect LayerC to NekoStat utilities.
As described in details in 3 , a quantitative evaluation made with NekoStat (both simulative and experimental) requires to modify the source code of the layers by introducing calls to a method, called log(), of the predefined (singleton for every JVM) object of the class StatLogger. The calls to log() must be put in the points in which the events of interest happen. The events of interest depend on the kind of evaluation that we want to do (especially, they depends on the metrics of interest). Such calls, as any call to Java methods from the C/C++ code, can be made through calls to a function of the glue code that in its turn calls the StatLogger.log() method.
The component adaptation, the modifications to the source code needed to use NekoStat for performing a quantitative evaluation of a C/C++ distributed algorithm inserted as a LayerC in a Neko application, are limited and simple and can be summarized along the following steps (we assume to use the external library LIBLayerC):
• to define in the LIBLayerC library a function logC(...), that calls logC Java(...) of the glue code;
• to define in the glue code a method logC Java(...), with proper parameters, whose purpose is to call the real log(Event) of the StatLogger; • for each event of interest, to find the points of the C/C++ code in which the event has to be signaled and insert in these points the calls to logC(...) method.
Case Study of an analysis of C code using Neko: ASFDA
In the following pages we describe a case study in which we used the methodology presented for the evaluation, made by simulations, of an already existing C algorithm, ASFDA (Available and Safe Freshness Detection Algorithm. 13 ASFDA is one of the layer of a safe communication protocol stack currently in use in the Italian high speed railways communication infrastructure.
ASFDA is a mechanism of timing failure detection, used for the communication between two entities (Sender and Receiver), that allows the detection of the level of freshness of received messages. The minimum level of freshness required can be specified assigning a value to the maxDelay parameter: the receiver closes the connection (and it informs the application level) when no information fresher than maxDelay is available. The algorithm reaches this goal by performing a conservative estimation δ of the delay of each received message: the δ estimation is by construction always greater than or equal to the actual delay of a message, under some assumption on the behavior of the system.
Using the concept described in this Section, we are able to analyze directly the C version of ASFDA using Neko, thus without a translation phase of the algorithm in Java code. In the rest of this Section we show the results obtained using our framework by evaluating the real C implementation and its Java translation, and we make some comparison of obtained quantitative and qualitative results.
Quantitative Analysis of ASFDA
To make a quantitative evaluation of the C version algorithm these steps have been performed:
• integration of the original C algorithm as a LayerC, defining the glue code as described in Section 3.1;
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Fig. 3. Neko/NekoStat architecture used in the simulations
• definition of the connection between the LayerC and the NekoStat package, through a specific defined LIB ASFDA; • usage of NekoStat to evaluate T sync , the time necessary to establish a new connection.
The architecture used for these simulations is depicted in Figure 3 , where the ASFDASender and ASFDAReceiver are Java glue code that include the real C code (the LayerC ASFDASenderC and ASFDAReceiverC). We used a simulated communication infrastructure available in the package, called RandomMsgLossNetwork: a NekoNetwork characterized by exponential delays with mean value meanDelay and a minimum value minDelay.
The parameter used in the simulation are those reported in Figure 4 . Note that minDelay and meanDelay are parameters of the simulated network, whereas maxDelay is a parameter of the algorithm. T sync , the time necessary to establish a new connection, has been evaluated both with Java and with C version of ASFDA. The comparison of results is reported in Figure 5: the results of the two simulations are clearly similar (the difference is almost zero -and below the precision of the simulation), demonstrating that the integration in Neko of the algorithm written in C does not modify the quantitative results obtained with NekoStat. 
Qualitative analysis of ASFDA
ASFDA establishes its safety property on the ability to performing a conservative estimation (it means an upper estimation) of the delay of each received message. As described in detail in the paper, 13 the ability to correctly approximate floating point variables is necessary in order to obtain this safety properties. The approximation of a real value in the finite precision arithmetics of a computing system can be done in one of four ways:
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• TONEAREST -approximation to the nearest representable number; • DOWNWARD -approximation to the greatest representable number lower than the real value; • UPWARD -approximation to the lowest representable number greater than the real value; • TOWARDZERO -approximation versus zero.
ASFDA requires different kinds of approximations for the computation of different floating point variables.
13 It is thus necessary, for a correct implementation of the algorithm, to use a language that allows to choose the approximation methods to use. Languages as C, C++ and Assembler allow to control the approximation methods to use for a floating point computation, whereas Java does not allow to choose the approximation method to use, that is set in many JVM implementations to the default TONEAREST method. The comparison of the behavior of original C version of the algorithm and its Java translation was made through simulations, using the architecture depicted in Figure 6 . On one side we put the ASFDASender layer, on the other a stack of two levels: a MultiPlexer as the bottom one, to forward the received messages to the upper level layers. The upper level is constituted by two separate layers: the Java version of the algorithm, the other one is the C one, included through the methodology here presented. ASFDA is a cyclic algorithm; the Multiplexer checks in every cycle if the behavior of the upper layers is the same (in particular, it checks if the messages that the upper layers want to transmit are the same): when the behavior differs, the Multiplexer stops the Neko application and it exports information about the actual state of the two versions of ASFDA. Note that the sender is not duplicated with a Java and a C version: in fact in the ASFDA algorithm is the receiver that makes the greater part of work, evaluating the freshness of messages received from the sender. This architecture allows a direct and no-intrusive mechanism of control of differences of behavior of the two implementation of the ASFDA mechanism.
We made some simulations using the same RandomMsgLossNetwork used for the quantitative analysis of T sync . For these simulations we vary the value of the maxDelay parameter. For some of these values the Java version, using always the TO NEAREST approximation, makes errors in the evaluation of the freshness of received messages. The Figures 7 and  8 report the cases in which the C version and the Java one act differently. Two different error scenarios can be distinguished: in the first the Java version judges messages that are fresh as old (false positive of the detection); in the second, more serious, the Java version considers messages that are old as fresh (false negative of the detection).
maxDelay Figure 7 refers to the first scenario: the Java version considers as old messages that are instead fresh enough. In this case a mistake made by the Java translation, caused by the impossibility of choice of the approximation method to use, made the system less available than the original one.
The results reported in Figure 8 (corresponding to a maxDelay of 889, 9999999999864) are related to the second scenario. Here the Java translation of ASFDA considers messages that are old as fresh, affecting the safety of the algorithm. In this scenario the C version correctly closes the connection because the delay experienced was greater than the maximum allowed, whereas the Java translation leaves the connection up: the application uses as good (and rely on) information that is instead too old. Such missed detection is very dangerous for safety-critical systems.
This example shows what may happen analyzing and evaluating a Java translation of existing C/C++ code. The translation in Java of existing C/C++ code, also when made as in this case study with attention at maintain the behavior of the original system, can be error-prone: some constructs of C language, using which we are able to interact at lower level with the hardware, can have no direct translation in Java. We have to take particular attention to these aspects when we want to evaluate critical systems: a direct evaluation of the original code, made possible using the mechanisms described in this paper, allows to increase the confidence on the results obtained by our tool.
Last, we want to emphasize that these discrepancies among the two versions of the algorithm are rare enough not to affect the quantitative evaluations reported earlier of metrics like the T sync : mean values are not maxDelay Real situation C version Java version 889,9999999999864 δ > maxDelay δ > maxDelay δ ≤ maxDelay Fig. 8 . Comparison between C and Java version of ASFDA: safety violation of the Java one modified by such rare events. The case study described in this Subsection is available for download on the webpage; 15 in the distribution the C/C++/Java sources of the case study, the sources of LIB ASFDA (useful as skeleton of a general library LIBLayerC), and an usage guide have been included. This package can be installed on top of an existing standard Neko 0.9 installation.
Porting of Neko to pure Java code
The purpose of the work described in this Section is to make the entire Neko independent from used platform. A large part of the utilities provided in standard Neko 0.9 distribution are compatible only with Linux/Unix systems; these tools are mainly of two classes: i) the utilities to instantiate new Neko processes during the experimental setup; ii) the utilities to define and to execute multiple simulations/experiments in sequence by varying the parameters of the algorithms; these are thus the the supports that Neko users can use for definition and automatic execution of simulative/experimental campaigns.
ServerFactory
Neko uses an asymmetric approach for the bootstrap of experiments. For a distributed execution, one has to launch one JVM per process. The main process is the master process, that reads the configuration file and interprets the slave entry, which lists the addresses of all the other processes (called slaves). Then it builds a control network, including all the processes (by opening TCP connections to each slave), and distributes the configuration information. It is tedious to launch all the JVMs by hand for each execution of an application. For this reason, Neko provides the slave factory to automatically launch new slaves. Slave factories run as daemons on their hosts (one slave factory for each host). When bootstrapping begins, the master contacts each slave factory and it sends a request of a new JVM, which will act as a slave. Unfortunately standard Neko version do not give supports for automatic slave generation for every operating system: in fact, new slaves are generated through calls to an external program, called start server, a C program that uses Unix specific system calls. Note that this asymmetric bootstrap is needed only for real executions; in case of sim-ulations, Neko locally creates the simulation engine inside a single JVM, in which the whole distributed system is simulated. The left part of Figure 9 depicts how standard Neko manages the generation of new slaves through server factory. The ovals represent involved Java classes, the rectangles the configuration file and start server, the C code. We make a porting in pure Java code of start server, maintaining all its functionalities, to allow the automatic generation of new slaves in a larger class of platforms. We substitute in the framework code the calls to start server with instantiation and execution of a new object (of a new class StartServerMain) that directly creates the new slave.
The right part of Figure 9 depicts the new architecture for the instantiation of new slaves, and the behavior of this new Object StartServerMain. StartServerMain instantiates the object StartServer that creates two different threads: one thread (SST 1 in Figure) is responsible of instantiating a new Slave, whereas the other thread (SST 2 in Figure) remains listening to the StartServerMain (for new Slaves execution, for killing existing Slaves Figure. We make a complete porting of the old functionalities from C to J2SE Java; in this way, we made Neko usable on every platform for which a J2SE JVM is available.
Utilities for campaign definition and execution
An important and useful functionality offered by Neko is the capability of execute campaigns, both on top of real network or in simulations, defining the parameters to vary. This is particulary important to allow powerful sensitivity analysis, both on algorithm parameters and on parameters of the system in which the algorithm operates; e.g. a campaign of experiments allow to analyze how the Quality of Service of a middleware service varies to the varying of characteristics of the used network or to the varying of the workload. The utilities available in Neko for campaign execution allows to shorten the time necessary for experimentation: the collections of the results and the passage from an experiment to another are in fact completely automatic.
Unfortunately, also this functionality is available in standard Neko only for UNIX systems. In fact, the code for campaign execution is written as Perl and Shell scripts, working only for Linux and some other Unix systems.
The campaign execution in standard Neko is based on the definition of a template of the configuration file of the applications, in which some parameters are not instantiated as values, and in the definition of a Perl script able to generate the configuration file of every single experiment/simulation. The Perl scripts (called run test and run all tests) execute the script file defined by the user to instantiate the single experiments and to execute them.
We decided to port the functionalities offered by these scripts into Java to allow the execution of multiple experiments in a larger class of platform. During this porting, we also decided to simplify the original method of definition of the parameters to vary, trying to improve the functionalities, simplifying the definition and execution of campaign of experiments.
The result of work made in this direction is NekoTestsGenerator, a Java program. The program takes as input the name of a configuration file and an integer number numtest. In the configuration file the user can declare the parameter to vary and how they vary. The integer number numtest can be used to perform multiple experiments using the same values: this can be really useful in order to increase the confidence on the results, using approaches as batch-means for the analysis of experimental or simulative quantitative results.
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The config file is composed by two parts:
i) The first part is closed within a block with the "%" symbol at the begin and at the end of the section; it includes the definition of the parameters to vary and how they vary. Every line of this section must follow the following syntax:
In the first case, the variable VarName will take the values in the set {val 1 , . . . , val n }; in the second one, the variable VarName will take the values in the set {val min , val min + val inc , val min + 2 * val inc , . . . , val max }. ii) The second part is closed within a block with the "@" symbol at the begin and at the end of the section. We can define in this section the value for the parameters of the experiments/simulations; we can use both constant values or we can instantiate values using * , /, +, − operations and ? operator (an operator that choose the value on the base of the result of the evaluation of a boolean expression). In the section we can also use variables VarName, defined in the first part of the configuration file.
Here we do not enter in more details about operations available using NekoTestsGenerator; just to clarify its usage, the Figure 10 NekoTestsGeneration now allows to define and execute campaigns of simulations/experiments on every system in which the core part of Neko already works.
Compatibility of the new Java utilities
We successfully tested the utilities described in this Section (new ServerFactory and NekoTestsGenerator) in the following systems: i) JVM J2SE 1.5.0 on top of a Linux Fedora Core 4 distribution. 
Concluding Remarks and Future Works
The paper presented our recent work on the Neko/NekoStat framework, aimed at extending the applicability of the tool in the simulative and experimental, qualitative and quantitative, V&V of distributed algorithms. We described two direction of this work: extending the applicability of the tool towards languages different from Java, and towards operating systems different from Unix.
In the paper we presented how it is possible to use concepts taken from software engineering, in particular component adaptation and glue code ideas, to allow a simple and direct integration of existing C/C++ code in Neko. The Neko framework is written in Java and requires the translation into Java of existing algorithms, written in other languages, that one wants to analyze. Such a translation may be error prone. In addition, as we shown in the case study described in the paper, Java language may fail to correctly represent some low level details of the algorithms, making very dangerous the analysis of a Java translation of an algorithm, because the behavior of the original system and of its Java translation can differ.
The methodology presented in Section 3 allows the direct integration of existing C/C++ algorithms in Neko applications. The analysis of such C/C++ algorithms is made simpler and less error-prone: instead of a translation it requires simple glue code and slight instrumentation to the algorithm (especially necessary to perform quantitative evaluations). Since most of the running distributed algorithms are written in C/C++, allowing a direct analysis of C/C++ existing legacy distributed algorithms, we widely extended the applicability of the Neko tool, and at the same time we improved the faithfulness of the analysis performed.
In Section 4 we described the work aimed at making the entire Neko independent from the platform used. We described the utilities originally available for Neko only when used on a Unix platform: these are useful utilities for automatic instantiation of new processes and for automatic execution of campaigns of experiments. To be able to use the entire functionalities of Neko on a larger class of platform (e.g. Windows systems) we made the porting of these Unix specific code to J2SE code. The paper describes the work made and the results obtained.
With the new utilities, Neko is now a framework usable on a large class of systems (in particular, it can be completely used on top of every system for which a J2SE JVM is available). Neko can be used for rapid prototyping and for functional and quantitative verification and validation of a large class of distributed algorithms: algorithms written in Java, and now also in C and C++ languages. (NDL: da pensare... qui si potrebbe mettere, come richiesto anche dai revisori, una nota dicendo che fare valutazioni quantitative di algoritmi C/C++ 'integrati' in un framework Java pu essere MOLTO intrusivo (a causa del comportamento temporale non predicibile della jvm); per questo stiamo anche pensando a come ottenere una versione minimale e semplificata di un tool come nekostat, per la parte sperimentale di raccolta eventi, che sia portabile (facilmente implementabile su molte piattaforme) e poco intrusivo, in modo da: poter effettuare val quant di sistemi distribuiti, anche ibridi (grazie a semplice portabilita'), senza influenzare il comportamento del sistema (grazie alla ridotta intrusivita).) Nowadays embedded systems and the idea of a "pervasive" and "ubiquitous" computing are always increasing their diffusion; objects of everyday life, like mobile phones, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), household appliances, cars, ... are based on computers. It is of uttermost importance to be able to perform fast prototyping and V&V of applications made for these new kind of devices. Having this in mind, we are now working on a special, reduced, version of Neko framework able to be executed also on these devices, characterized by scarcity of available resources (in terms mainly of available memory and of CPU power). This reduced version of the framework, called NekoPDA, will be compatible with the standard Neko; it will be thus possible to use our framework for experimental validation and verification of distributed algorithms on top of the devices really used, as in the example of Figure 11 . The Figure depicts a possible prototype of futuristic system, taken from the case studies of the HIDENETS project.
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Besides the direction of the current and future work aimed at extending the applicability of the tool, we are also working in the direction of increasing the accuracy of results obtained in the evaluation of distributed systems. Specifically our next objective is to be able to evaluate and improve the trustfulness that we can place on the results (especially quantitative but also qualitative) obtained using the framework.
